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Awaits Turnaround

With the country gearing up to build 100 
Smart Cities, roads, ports, airports and 
provide mass housing; the focus has 
come back strongly on building urban 
infrastructure and housing in India. One 

of the biggest beneficiaries of the entire infrastructure 
building exercise would be the Cement industry. The growth 
of this sector is directly related to that of the construction 
activities and infrastructure development. As per Cement 
Manufacturers Association (CMA), the cement production 

capacity was 29 million tonne in 1981-82. The installed capacity has touched 
now 360 million as per the recent government estimates. With more and more 
urbanisation, the demand for Cement is likely to go up. Cement is the glue that 
binds sand, stone and steel together and is one of the most vital materials used in 
building houses, roads and other components of Infrastructure.

The Cement industry in India is the second largest producer in the world after China. 
According to the Government estimates, the total installed capacity of Cement 
Plants in India is 360 million tonne per annum (MTPA). Against this, the total cement 
production in India during 2014-15 was only 270.93 MTPA. The cement industry 
is not operating at optimum utilisation levels due to sluggish demand and is likely 
to register only 3.8 to 4 per cent growth in FY2016 as per ICRA report released in 
January, 2016.
 India’s cement demand is expected to reach 550-600 million tonne per annum 
(MTPA) by 2025. The per capita consumption of cement in India is close to 200 
kg as per IBEF figures. There is ample of scope for growth considering the world 
average of more than 500 kg. The areas of concern for the cement sector in India 
include the sluggish demand, over capacity situation, uneven cement prices across 
states, projects awaiting environmental clearances and land acquisition issues.
The cement industry is dominated by a few players controlling almost 70 per cent of 
the total cement production of the country. The consolidation phase is still on with 
not only the foreign players but domestic ones also acquiring those who are exiting 
the cement sector. The capacities are now concentrated mainly with LafargeHolcim 
and Aditya Birla Group. Most of the other players who treated this as an ancillary 
business are exiting or planning to exit soon.
Under the leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi, India aspires to achieve 
higher GDP growth rate in the years to come. As per the Advanced Estimates 
released by Central Statistics Office (CSO), the growth of Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) at constant (2011-12) market prices is estimated at 7.6 per cent in 2015-
16. The investment to the tune of US$ 1 trillion in the infrastructure is estimated as 
per the 12th Five Year Plan and awaited with bated breath by the Cement sector. 
Infrastructure investment is likely to result in a sizable business for the Cement sector. 
Index of Eight Core Industries figures released by the Government of India for 
January 2016 indicate 9 per cent growth in Cement production over January 2015 
figures. Its cumulative index during April to January, 2015-16 increased by 3.0 per 
cent over the corresponding period of previous year.
Indian Cement Review (ICR), our twenty nine year old monthly magazine from 
ASAPP Info Global Group, has been at the forefront of capturing and providing 
you with latest updates on the cement industry. The content comprises news, 
reports, trends, views, project and tender opportunities in every issue. Going a step 
forward, we the publishers of ICR now the third edition of CEMENT INFOBANK. 
With this annual edition, we are attempting to provide a common platform for all 
the stakeholders in the industry to find information about each other and thereby 
facilitate b2b exchanges. Companies are listed from various segments such as 
Cement Manufacturers / Dealers, Refractory Cement, Packaging & Transportation 
companies, Equipment manufacturers, Consultants, Material Testing companies.
In addition, we have provided views of the industry captains and sector overview 
and a special section listing coal, lime stone, fly ash, micro silica and RMC suppliers 
etc. We have tried our best to provide you the most updated database of the  
industry which we have collected through extensive research, but we don’t claim 
to have covered all. In case we have missed out anything, do send an email to 
Sandeep@ASAPPinfoGlobal.com and we’ll definitely include the valuable piece of 
information in our next edition or reprint.

Sumit Banerjee
Chairman, Editorial Advisory Board
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ABOUT

CEMENT INFOBANK is a unique integrated business guide on Indian Cement 
industry. It is yet another specialized offering from ASAPP Info Global Group, 
Publishers of Indian Cement Review magazine. 

ASAPP Info Global Services Pvt Ltd is a 18-year-old, multinational B2B 
media group with diverse media properties in print, web and events space. 
Committed to providing most authentic and timely information on the 
construction, infrastructure and realty sectors, ASAPP Info Global Group 
supplies regular business to business information in India and the Gulf. The 
group provides a 360 degree information experience through special interest 
business publications, conferences, seminars, industry recognition awards, 
industry portals, directory services, research reports and newsletters. It is 
based out of Mumbai and has six offices in India and two overseas. 

This is the third edition of CEMENT INFOBANK. It is easy to refer and contains 
vital information that’s been adeptly presented, making it a one-stop source. It 
is a practical database that contains:

• Listings of companies, organizations and associations

• A profile of the companies - the areas of business, key operating units, etc

• Names and complete contact details of key personnel of constituent   
 companies

• Sector overview

• Industry view

• Database of construction projects

It is a must have for top corporate executives, decision-makers and government 
officials, business owners, contractors, consultants and vendors, etc.
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DEMAND DRIVERS
With the Government’s focus on infrastructure 

development, housing sector, smart cities, roads, etc. The 
key end-user of cement are mainly the housing and real 
estate sector comprising residential, commercial, retail 
and industrial construction segment. The housing sector 
consumes about 65 per cent of the total cement production. 
Another major consumer of cement is the infrastructure 
segment comprising roads, bridges, highways, fl yovers, ports 
and airports. The Delhi-Mumbai industrial corridor Projects, 
Metro projects taking shape in various parts of the country, 
the ‘Make in India’ programme envisaging construction of 
manufacturing hubs, mass housing schemes and all such 
similar developmental projects promises a lot of business for 
the cement industry in India. 

According to India Rating and Research (Ind-Ra),  
“Housing for All by 2022” scheme announced by the 
government is likely to give much needed boost to the 
construction sector mainly comprising Cement and Steel 
companies in India. The scheme aims for urban areas with 
following components/options to States/Union Territories 
and cities:- a) Slum rehabilitation of Slum Dwellers with 
participation of private developers using land as a resource; 
b) Promotion of affordable housing for weaker section through 
credit linked subsidy;  c) Affordable housing in partnership 
with Public & Private sectors and d) Subsidy for benefi ciary-
led individual house construction or enhancement. The 
success very depends on fast tracking the approval process 
and going great guns on building the required infrastructure.

CEMENT PRICE SLIDES
Cement constitutes less than 6 percent of the total 

construction cost. The pricing of cement has been a bone of 
contention between the cement producers and the builder’s 
fraternity for quite some time. The builders are demanding 
cement price regulation to control the spiralling construction 
cost. The builders have also alleged cement cartelisation 
being responsible for the spurt in prices every now and then. 
Also the price is uneven considering the prices differential 
in the southern part of the country vis-a-vis the rest of India. 
The pricing is very much affected by over capacity, freight 
cost escalation, increase in diesel prices, de-allocation of 
coal blocks and changes in the demand scenario.

The cement prices continue to slide down in October-
November due to weak demand. As per the research 
conducted by Karvy Stock Broking fi rm based on their 
interaction with the cement dealers across the regions, there 
is a decline in cement prices across all the regions (Rs 10-25/
bag) during the period Oct-Nov 2015. North & West regions 
have seen a decline of Rs 20-25/bag during the period while 
Central & Eastern region witnessed a decline of Rs 10-15/
bag over the last two months. South region (which had been 
showing pricing strength due to discipline maintained by the 
players) has seen a decline of ~Rs 10/bag in prices during the 
period. Cement demand has been muted (YTD production 
growth at 2.6% YoY) because of slow growth in household 
and corporate capex. The weakness in rural economy (which 
consists of ~40% of the total country’s demand) has been 
the key drag. Other factors like oversupply in urban real 
estate market, labour shortages, weak south-west monsoon 
and heavy rainfall in Tamil Nadu & Coastal AP are playing a 
key role in sluggish demand in near term.

Setting manufacturing 
hubs is one of the good 
decisions taken by the 
government. Manufacturing 
is the backbone to the 
GDP and most crucial 
sector for employment 
generation and support s 
Indian infrastructure growth 
enormously. Undoubtedly 
the opportunities going to be 
abundant, with latest drive 
of government “MAKE IN 

INDIA” it makes sense to develop manufacturing 
hubs which in turn enhances internal 
competency’s and capabilities… results will lead 
to self-reliance.  

The manufacturing 
sector in India faces critical 
challenges in the areas 
of power, ports, railroads 
and roads, as well as the 
governance framework, 
which is intertwined between 
the Central and State 
structures. Additionally, 
manufacturing in India has 
long lagged behind targeted 
goals.

The cement prices have 
reduced by 33% over the 
last fi scal year (January to 
December). We have witnessed 
that all over India the price 
of cement has reduced 
considerably because the 
demand for cement has stepped 
down. With the overall economic 
scenario, the real estate industry 
is affected as well. The cement 
industry should keep the prices 
at a reasonable level. Today, 

the market has become expensive with the premiums 
increasing with each passing day where the steel 
prices going up which in the long run is heaped on the 
customer. . This in turn causes the sales to go down 
which is a negative thing for the real estate sector. 
This is a cyclic effect and to curb this effect, the input 
suppliers should rationalize the prices to maintain the 
balance.  

Y Srinivas Reddy,
Managing Director, 

Bevcon Wayors Pvt Ltd

Pradhyumna Ingle,
Business Director, 
General Industry, 
Henkel Adhesives 

Technologies India Pvt Ltd

Dhaval Ajmera, 
Director, 

Ajmera Realty
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TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION
About 97 per cent of the total installed capacity in the 

cement industry is based on modern and environment-
friendly dry process technology. The adoption of latest and 
advanced technology has helped the industry immensely 
to save on energy bill and user alternate materials. The 
country has the technical capability to produce varieties 
of cement like Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), Portland 
Pozzolana Cement (PPC), Portland Blast Furnace Slag 
Cement (PBFS), Oil Well Cement, White Cement, Rapid 
Hardening Portland Cement, Sulphate Resisting Portland 
Cement, etc.

ROLE OF A CONSULTANT
The cement plant lifecycle is broken in the following three 

phases: 1) Project Planning. 2) Project Implementation. 
3) Operations and Maintenance of the cement plant. The 
consultant generally steps in when the owner begins the 
planning of the project, conducts feasibility study, prepare 
detailed project report, oversees the engineering & 
construction phase of the project concluding with the plant 
commissioning, monitoring commercial production vis-a-
vis estimated output, Operation and Maintenance of the 
plant, recommendations for optimization and energy saving 
through the plant life.

INDUSTRY UPDATES
Aditya Birla Group fl agship UltraTech Cement Ltd 

is among the leading producers of cement in India with 
a capacity of 67.6 million tonne. The company has 12 
integrated units, 14 grinding units and 6 bulk terminals 
in India. In UAE, the company has 2 grinding units and 1 
clinkerisation plant, 1 grinding unit each in Bahrain and 
Bangladesh, and a bulk terminal in Sri Lanka. It is also 
the largest producer of white cement, wall care putty and 
Ready Mix Concrete in India. UltraTech offers solutions for 
the construction industry and is active in the dry mix mortar, 
concrete blocks and waterproofi ng category.

Ultratech has commissioned the following greenfi eld / 
brownfi eld plant since March 2015.
● Clinker capacity of 2.0 MTPA at Aditya Cement, 

Rajasthan in March 2015. 
● 2.0 MTPA Bulk Terminal on the outskirts of Pune, 

Maharashtra in August 2015.
● 1.6 MTPA Grinding unit at Jhajjar, Haryana in 

September 2015.
● 1.6 MTPA Grinding unit at Dankuni, West Bengal in 

September 2015.
UltraTech Cement plans to expand capacity of its 

Awarpur plant in Maharashtra entailing an investment 
of Rs 248 crore. The capacity plan comprises raising the 
production of clinker from the existing 3.30 MTPA to 4.5 
MTPA and thereby increasing the cement output from 4.48 
MTPA to 6 MTPA. Aditya Birla Group Company has already 
got the environment clearance for this expansion project.

JSW group currently has a cement production capacity 
of 6 MTPA. The group plans to set up a 2.4-million tonne 
cement grinding unit at Salboni of West Midnapore district. 
The investment would be around Rs 700 crore for this 
unit. The project is expected to take off in early 2016. The 
construction period would be 12 months.The raw material 
linkage for the grinding unit is in place. The company also 
plans to set up a 300 MW captive power plant will be built at 

With many infrastructure 
projects (like Smart Cities, 
Industrial Corridors, 
Ports, Metro Rails, 
etc.) announced by the 
government, we expect 
cement demand and supply 
gap to be neutralized. We 
also expect demand in the 
housing sector in India to 
improve which in turn will 
result in the higher growth 
of the cement industry. 

‘Make in India’ initiative is expected to give a 
further boost to cement demand. However, 
we feel that Government should also address 
the key challenges like land acquisition and 
statutory clearances. Also quick implementation 
of long pending reforms remains a key.

Makarand Marathe, 
Director - Cement Division, 

thyssenkrupp Industries 
India Pvt Ltd

The Cement Industry in 
the last 3 years have been 
passing through the worst 
demand scenario in the 
recent few decades, with 
a colossal demand-supply 
mismatch especially in 
South India. We have seen 3 
continuous years of dropping 
demand in South India which 
has a CAGR of around 14%. 
This, along with a supply 
scale up of 12% for the same 

period have made situation even worse. The way 
India seems to be projected for growth of over 
7% GDP in the current year & another couple of 
years to come, Cement sector, being part of the 
core sector, has a gleam of hope. However, the 
investment that the Government both in Centre 
& the States make in Infrastructure development 
will have the key say. 

Krishna Srivastava,
Whole Time Director, 

Zuari Cement Ltd

a cost of Rs 2,000 crore
Jaypee Cement got the environmental clearance for 

expansion of its Budhawada limestone mine capacity. The 
mining capacity will be expanded from the current 3.47 
million tonne per annum (MTPA) to 6 MTPA. The mine is 
located in Krishna District of Andhra Pradesh state. The 
project is estimated to cost Rs 95 crore. 

R&D EFFORT
Limestone Calcinated Clay Cement (LC3), is a low-carbon 

cement developed jointly by Indian and Swiss researchers. 
The project was funded by Swiss Agency for Development 
and Cooperation and included research partners such as IIT 
Delhi, IIT Madras, IIT Bombay and Delhi-based Technology 
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Y Srinivas Reddy, Managing Director, Bevcon Wayors Pvt Ltd shares views with Sandeep Sharma about his 
company, core competencies, products/solutions offered for the cement industry, manufacturing base, production 
capacity,	expansion	plans,	contract	awarded,	energy	effi	ciency	initiatives	and	about	Government	plans	to	set	up	
manufacturing hubs across the country. Edited Excerpts…

Bevcon Wayors 

Setting manufacturing hubs is one of the good decisions taken by the 
government. Manufacturing is the backbone to the GDP and most crucial 
sector for employment generation and support s Indian infrastructure 
growth enormously. Undoubtedly the opportunities going to be 
abundant, with latest drive of government “MAKE IN INDIA” it makes 
sense to develop manufacturing hubs which in turn enhances internal 
competency’s and capabilities… results will lead to self-reliance.

INDUSTRY VIEW

Could you tell us in brief about your company and 
core competencies?

Bevcon Wayors is a two-decade old organization and 
one of the leading Material Handling Systems / Equipment’s 
engineering	and	manufacturing	fi	rm	based	 in	Hyderabad	
with pan India presence. We have two clear business 
verticals in the organization they are EPC Projects & 
Material Handling Products with exclusive teams from 
engineering to execution for each vertical.

EPC Projects:
Bevcon specialized in execution of projects from 

concept to commissioning in the segments of Power, 
Steel, Cement, Sugar, Paper, Pharma, Process, 
Aggregate, Ports, Fertilizer, Mining of Coal, Iron Ore, and 
various other ore extraction and handling, also experienced 
in executing projects around the world (exports). Bevcon is 
also experienced in providing solutions to pneumatic 
handling	system	and	dust	collection	/	bag	fi	lters	for	various	
applications. Bevcon executes project with blend of latest 
technology with conventional systems in most optimized 
manner which will enhance the operations reliability.  
Bevcon	 core	 strength	 lies	 in	 use	 of	 New	 Generation	 /	
Innovative Conveying systems and equipment like…

- Steep Angle 90O Sidewall Cleated Belt Conveyor
- Sandwich Belt High Angle Conveyors
-	 Sugar	Sizer	/	Graders
- Air-supported-belt-conveyor
- Overland Pipe & Troughed Conveyor.
- Stockyard Systems like Linear and Circular Stackers - 

Reclaimers. 
Material Handling Products include:

•	 Screens:	 Circular	 Motion,	 Linear	 Motion,	 Flip	 Flow,	
Sizer, Banana, De-watering, Trommel, etc

•	 Crushers:	Impactor,	Hammer	Mill,	Single	&	Double	Roll	
Crusher,	 Lime	 crusher,	 Ring	 Granulator,	 Twin	 shaft	
Hammer Mill, Lump Breaker, Feeder Breaker etc.

•	 Feeders:	 Mechanical	 Feeder,	 Grizzly	 Feeder,	 Bulk	
Feeder, Reciprocating Feeder, Vibrating Conveyor, 
Apron feeder, Belt feeder and Paddle Feeder

•	 Conventional	 Material	 Handling	 Equipment:	 Belt	
Conveyor, Bucket Elevators, Screw Conveyor, Drag 
Chain Conveyor, Sub-merged chain / Belt Conveyor. 
Roller Conveyor, Ash conditioner, Tripper Conveyor, 
RAV, Telescopic chute etc.

•	 Dust	Extraction	System
•	 Idlers	&	Pulleys
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Overland Pipe Conveyor for handling 3190TPH Limestone with 1.4KM 
Conveying length from Mine to Process Plant at Shree Cement

•	 Spares	parts	for	Material	Handling	equipment
We are not just a manufacturing company; we create 

path breaking solutions to tackle different problems. 
Compared to others, ours is perhaps the most employee-
friendly company having the best HR practices in place 
and have employee strength of over 300+ employees 
(76% engineers), our average age group of employees is 
34 years making it most dynamic and vibrant by creating 
value addition to Indian material handling industry and we 
have executed around 2900 projects with repeat customer 
base of 62% by way of providing innovative and cost 
effective processes solutions through in-house research 
development and as well as external collaborations and 
today	 Bevcon	 is	 fi	ercely	 committed	 to	 offer	 the	 best	
engineering services to its clients.

Besides its strong In-house technical engineering 
strengths, Bevcon has technology partnership with many 
reputed companies located in USA, Europe and Asia. 
•	 Fleximat,	Austria	for	critical	screening	applications.	
•	 Friedrich,	Germany	for	unbalanced	motors	and	exciters	

for Sizers and Feeders.
•	 FMK,	Poland	for	Stockyard	systems
•	 Dos	Santos	 Intl.,	USA	 for	Sandwich	Belt	High	Angle	

Conveyor.
•	 Overland	 Conveyor	 Co.,	 USA	 for	 Overland	 /	 long	

distance troughed & Pipe conveyor.
•	 Nanjing	 Air	 Conveying	 System,	 china	 for	 high	

temperature, high capacity & long distance pneumatic 
conveying system.

Could you provide us insight about your products/
solutions offered for the cement industry?

Bevcon Wayors is competent in meeting almost all 
critical raw material handling demands of cement industry 
apart from providing solutions for conventional material 
handling systems / equipment. Bevcon always strives to 
provide	 Innovative,	 cost	 effective	 reliable,	 effi	cient	 and	
robust solutions to the cement industry. We have 
engineered new generation material handling equipment 
like Steep Angle Conveyors, Air-supported-conveyors, 
Sandwich Belt High Angle Conveyors, Pneumatic 
Conveying systems and overland pipe conveyor to feed 
alternate fuels to reduce fuel consumption to kilns etc.

You are one of the lead players in the material 
handling equipment space and serving the Cement 

Industry for quite some time. What’s the latest and 
unique installation you have done for any of the 
cement player in India?

Yes, we are well known in the cement industry since 
two	 decades	 for	 providing	 innovative	 and	 fi	rst-of-its-kind	
raw material handling systems. List of few recent 
breakthroughs:	
•	 Executed	 in	 record	 time	 1.5	 km	 pipe	 conveyor	 for	

handling 3000TPH limestone. This installation will 
show case Bevcon competency in the bulk material 
handling applications and as well as project 
management abilities.

•	 We	 have	 successfully	 commissioned	 steep	 angle	
sidewall conveyor in one of the cement plant in India for 
conveying clinker from wagon unloading area to silo 
storage,	which	 is	 fi	rst-of	 its-kind	 installation	 in	 Indian	
cement industry this revolutionary concept is going to 
change the current practices adopted in Indian Cement 
Industry.  

•	 Successfully	 commissioned	 high	 capacity&	 long	
distance Fly Ash handling system from power plant to 
cement plant – this will enable cost effective conveying 
of	fl	y	ash	fulfi	lling	100%	environmental	needs.

•	 Pneumatic	handling	systems	for	waste	rubber	powder	
feeding to kiln to bring down the coal consumption at 
cement plant.

•	 Bio-mass	and	 solid	waste	 feeding	 to	 kilns	 /	 furnaces	
are major breakthroughs apart other achievements.   

Could you share with us details about your 
manufacturing base, capacity and production process?

We are the only company in India to have all kinds of 
Crushers, Screens, Feeders & Sizers with in-house 
manufacturing facility. While we have a range of Bulk 
Material Handling equipment that are standardized, we 
also	manufacture	equipment	for	specifi	c	application	needs	
with an In-house R&D and Manufacturing facilities. 
-	 Bevcon’s	 Corporate	 Offi	ce	 is	 located	 at	 IDA,	 Uppal,	

Hyderabad with state-of-the-art facilities and nature 
friendly	atmosphere	spread	over	5000	square	feet.

- Our 2nd manufacturing unit located in IDA, Cherlapally, 
Hyderabad	are	spread	over	about	25000	square	 feet	
with state-of-the-art machineries and aided by CAD / 
CAM	software’s	and	an	ISO	9001:	2008	certifi	ed	unit.	
It’s essentially used to manufacture Crushers, Screens, 
Feeders and all other material handling equipment 
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INDUSTRY VIEW

catering to the product division.  
- Our 3rd manufacturing Unit is strategically located at 

Raipur to cater to the needs of Heavy structural 
fabrication.

- Our 4th manufacturing Unit is located at Jadcherla to 
cater to the needs of Heavy structural fabrication.

-	 Our	5th	Subsidiary	Unit	(Be’RolleX)	at	Nellore,	is	a	fully	
automated	manufacturing	plant	spread	over	1,00,000	
square feet to manufacture Idlers & Pulleys, meeting 
international quality standards.
“Our combine manufacturing capacities of all our Units 

is	2500	tons	per	month.”
Bevcon’s turnkey solutions include custom design, 

manufacturing, installation and servicing of bulk material 
handling equipment. A majority of these equipments are 
manufactured at Bevcon’s facilities itself which provide 
customers	greater	flexibility	for	custom	designs	suitable	as	
per their requirements. Bevcon Wayors has State-of-the-

Art manufacturing set-up in Hyderabad with latest 
technology	where	in	raw	material	to	finished	product	takes	
place in one roof  supported by latest added plasma cutting 
machine	which	are	ISO	certified	and	streamlined	back	end	
process through SAP Integration, In-house development 
of IT Services and Software’s for Project, Planning, Design, 
Execution and Monitoring. Bevcon Wayors has credit of 
developing and Innovative material handling equipment 
through In-house engineering research division and with 
association of foreign technological collaborators.

Are you planning any capacity expansion or a 
Greenfield unit in India?

Yes, we are in the process of putting up totally 
automated Idler and Pulley manufacturing plant to produce 
low resistance Idlers which will bring down the overall 
power consumptions of the conveyors and going to be 
reality in next FY which will strengthen the organization 
back bone of manufacturing strengths and will create 
business opportunity for exports and also planning to 

expand base of current manufacturing facilities in 
Telangana.  

Could you throw some light on why should the 
cement players choose material handling solutions 
from Bevcon Wayors?

Five reasons why Bevcon is the best for cement 
industry:
•	 Bevcon	core	competency	is	complete	solutions	to	the	

complex layout engineering which is very critical aspect 
for raw material handling of the cement industry. 
Bevcon engineering excellence in design engineering 
of stockyard equipment’s, conveyors, crushers, 
screens and dust extraction systems etc will bring in 
best integration of critical equipment’s which most 
crucial in project engineering.

•	 Bevcon	 design	 and	 manufacturing	 abilities	 of	 all	 the	
critical equipment’s Stock yard equipment’s, conveyors, 
crushers, screens, pneumatic conveying and dust 
extraction systems, etc under one common roof will 
beneficiate	end	users	in	timely	and	cost	effective	and	
reliable supplies. 

•	 Bevcon	strongly	believes	in	Innovative	engineering	has	
brought	 first-of-its-kind	 equipment’s	 installation	 in	
Indian cement industry will enable to provide best latest 
technologies to cement industry.

•	 World	renewed	technical	tie-up	with	
- Overland Conveyors Co.  for long distance conveyors. 
- Dos Santos Intl. for sandwich belt high angle conveyors
-	 FMK	for	stackers	and	reclaimers

Will	enhance	the	confidence	level	and	will	be	provided	
with best technology to the industry.
•	 We	 believe	 that	 our	 strong	 after	 sales	 services	 as	

organization keeps us an edge-above our competition. 
For making our services more readily available and 
geographically	close,	we	have	established	full-fledged	
regional	 sales	and	service	offices	 in	 cities	 like	Pune,	
Chennai,	 Kolkata,	 New	Delhi,	 Vadodara	 and	 Raipur.		
All	these	regional	offices	across	India	which	caters	the	
services like Sales & Marketing, Project Management 
and construction teams and some of the regional 
offices	have	application	and	design	engineering	teams	
which will facilitate better and faster interactions with 
regional clients leading timely commitments and all the 
offices	 are	 totally	 networked	with	 video	 conferencing	
facilities and got connected with HO.

Who are your top clientele from the cement sector? 
Also could you enlist your prestigious installations in 
the last three years for the cement sector?

Since the two decades, we have been associated and 
providing	robust,	reliable	&	efficient	raw	material	handling	
systems to almost all reputed cement companies of India.

Currently various Bulk Material & Raw Material handling 
projects are under execution and below are few Innovative 

Steep Angle (90 Deg) Sidewall Belt Conveyor for handling 
1650TPH Clinker from Wagon Unloading Area to Storage Silo 
at JK Cement.
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and	first-of-its-kind	raw	material	handling	systems	provided	
to	cement	companies	in	last	three	years:
•	 Executed	 in	 record	 time	 1.5	 km	 pipe	 conveyor	 for	

handling 3000TPH limestone from Mine to Process unit 
at Shree Cement.

•	 Commissioned	steep	angle	sidewall	belt	conveyor	for	
conveying	 1650TPH	 clinker	 from	 wagon	 unloading	
area	to	storage	silo	at	JK	Cement

•	 Commissioned	high	capacity&	long	distance	Pneumatic	
Conveying	 system	 for	 100TPH	 Fly	 Ash	 from	 power	
plant to cement mill at Ultratech Cement 

•	 Pneumatic	handling	systems	for	waste	rubber	powder	
feeding to kiln to bring down the coal consumption in 
Ultratech Cement.

•	 Fuel	and	Raw	Material	Handling	System	for	Dangote	
Cement, Zambia

•	 Fuel	and	Raw	Material	Handling	System	for	Wonder,	
Reliance,	Ultratech,	Jaypee,	KCP,	Anjani,	Mangalam,	
Emami etc.

•	 Bio-mass	and	 solid	waste	 feeding	 to	 kilns	 /	 furnaces	
are major breakthroughs apart other achievements.   

How is the FY2015-16 so far in terms of installations 
completed, business generated, and growth achieved 
in both domestic and international markets?

Bevcon Wayors has improved sales turnover and 
posted	 5%	 more	 growth	 in	 last	 FY2014-15	 in	 spite	 of	
sluggish market conditions prevailing across.

Current	FY2015-16	 is	very	good	 for	Bevcon	 from	the	
perspective	like:
People and process innovation:
•	 It’s	a	continues	process	organization	is	spending	lot	

of resources in development of people and process 
across the organization to enhance operational 
efficiency	for	example;	on	people	development	we	
carry out leadership training of the senior 
management team by international agency and 
‘self-managing’ concept coaching to junior 
management team by specialist coaches to 
empower the team to perform the tasks and improve 
work life balance to strengthen their hard and soft 
skills apart from  learning and development group in 
the HR department continuously conducts various 
knowledge enhancement programs. All the 
processes are time to time validated to get connect 
to the current realities taking into consideration of 
people feed backs and review of its outcomes.

Executed few innovative and first-of-its-kind 
projects Like:
•	 Steep	Angle	sidewall	belt	conveyor	at	wagon	unloading	

area in Indian cement industry  
•	 overland	pipe	conveyor	 for	conveying	 limestone	 from	

mine to process unit at Shree cement
•	 Pneumatic	 conveying	 system	 for	 conveying	 fly	 ash	

from power plant to cement mill-orient cement

•	 Commissioning	of	Buwaneshwar	power	67.5x2	thermal	
power coal handling plant

Contract Awarded:
•	 Recently	we	have	been	awarded	with	2500TPH	coal	

conveying system for 2 x660MW Super Critical Thermal 
Power Plant at Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam 
Ltd., Suratgarh from BHEL.

•	 1x800	 MW	 Kothagudem	 TPS,	 Stage-VII,	 Unit-12	 at	
Kothagudem,	Khammam	Dist.,	Telangana	State	from	BHEL.

On the energy efficiency front, what kinds of 
initiatives are taken at Bevcon Wayors?

Energy	 efficiency	 is	 one	 of	 the	 critical	 design	 and	
performance parameter in the bulk material handling. To 
achieve	 energy	 efficiency	 focus	 starts	 from	 better	 lay	
outing of the project design and selection of equipment 
with optimum service factors.
-	 Use	 of	 energy	 efficiency	 drives	 and	 components	 in	

equipment engineering.
-	 Best	use	of	gravitational	energy	for	material	flow.
-	 Use	 of	 imported	 energy	 efficiency	 components	while	

engineering stage if need be.
- Adopting proper preventive maintenance practices.
- Effective utilization of machine avoiding idle times and 

un-even loading and over loading etc.
-	 Use	 of	 right	 fit	 electrical	 connectivity	 accessories	 to	

avoid	 power	 loss	 automation	 of	 equipment	 example:	
when not in use automatic switch off.

- Best use of green energy concepts.
- Developing friction free component to minimize energy 

absorption.
- Development of re-generation conveyors for energy 

generation etc.
As discussed all above solutions are to enhance 

operational	and	as	well	energy	efficiency.	On	average	10-
12	 %	 enhanced	 energy	 efficiency	 can	 be	 achieved.	 In	
specific	cases	it	can	be	to	the	extent	of	30%.

We are in the process of putting up totally automated 
Idler and Pulley manufacturing plant to produce low 
resistance Idlers which will bring down the overall power 
consumptions of the conveyors.

Government of India plans to set up number of 
manufacturing hubs across India. What are the 
challenges and opportunities before industries in India?

Setting manufacturing hubs is one of the good decisions 
taken by the government. Manufacturing is the backbone to 
the	GDP	and	most	crucial	sector	for	employment	generation	
and supports Indian infrastructure growth enormously.

Undoubtedly the opportunities going to be abundant, 
with latest drive of government “MAKE IN INDIA” it makes 
sense to develop manufacturing hubs which in turn 
enhances internal competency’s and capabilities… results 
will lead to self-reliance. Which was the dream of father of 
the nation?
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BEML LTD
BEML SOUDHA, 23/1, 4th Main, SR Nagar, Bangalore-560002, Karnataka

Tel: 080-22963240, 22963250  Fax: 080-22963278
Email: office@pr.beml.co.in Website: www.bemlindia.com

 
Key Executive(s):

Sno Name Designation Board Fax Direct Email

1 P Dwarakanath Chairman and Managing Director 080-22963240 080-22963278 080-22223065 bemlcmd@vsnl.net

2 Ravi Chander G Chief General Manager (Sales) 080-22963240 080-22963278 080-22963501 m@beml.co.in

3 K.L Saha Deputy General Manager 080-22963240 080-22963278

4 T N RadhaKrishnan Senior Marketing Manager 080-22963240 080-22963278 080-22963536 radhakrishnan@beml.co.in

5 Ajeet Srivastava Export Manager 080-22963240 080-22963278 080-22963229

Company Profile: The company offers a comprehensive and diverse range of mining machinery for both opencast and 
underground mines. BEML produces machines such as electric rope shovels, hydraulic excavators, bulldozers, wheel loaders, 
wheel dozers, dump trucks, motor graders, pipe layers, tyre handlers, water sprinklers and backhoe loaders.

BEVCON WAYORS PVT LTD
H-11 IDA, Uppal, Hyderabad-500039, Telangana

Tel: 040-27201956, 27201959 Fax: 040-27208279
Email: info@bevconwayors.com Website: www.bevconwayors.com

 
Key Executive(s): 

Sno Name Designation Board Fax Direct Email

1 Y Srinivas Reddy Founder & Managing 
Director

040-27201956/59 040-27208279 8885564075 corpcomm@bevconwayors.com

2 Rithvik P Director 040-27201956/59 040-
27208279

8885564040 rithvik@bevconwayors.com

3 V Raja Rao Chief Financial Officer 040-27201956/59 040-
27208279

8498053505 raja.rao@bevconwayors.com

4 S A K Jeelani AVP (Sales and 
Marketing-South)

040-27201956/59 040-27208279 8885564090 jeelani@bevconwayors.com

5 Sanjeev Wadhwa Head (Sales & 
Marketing-North)

9811136915 sanwad@bevconwayors.com

6 Debi Prasad Padhy General Manager (Sales 
and Marketing-East)

033-40636266/67 9088105591 padhy@bevconwayors.com

7 Abhishek Sen Manager (Sales and 
Marketing-West)

020-65104714/ 
19/20

9823110321 abhishek.sen@bevconwayors.com

8 V Manoj Kumar AVP (Technology 
Development Group)

040-27201956/59 040-27208279 8885564030 manoj.tdg@bevconwayors.com

9 Md Shabbir Khan Manager (Corporate 
Communications)

040-27201956/59 040-27208279 8885564075 shabbir.khan@bevconwayors.com, 
corpcomm@bevconwayors.com

Company Profile: With excellence as the sole cornerstone, Bevcon Wayors for nearly two decades has been one of the top-
notch solution providers of a wide range of bulk material handling systems in India. With outstanding prowess in application / 
design engineering, procurement, manufacturing, execution and overall project management, we have been a consistent source 
of delight to several customers of various industrial segments. Bevcon has two business verticals, Projects and Products divisions 
to cater to the needs of the Industry. Bevcon has been instrumental in creating some of the most successful and vital engineering 
systems for bulk material handling aided by its technological brilliance, international collaborations and marked one-upmanship. 
With our Professional Project Management abilities, we have successfully executed several Integrated Turnkey / EPC projects 
for a wide range of applications: Fuel Handling Systems (Coal, Bio-mass, Bagasse, Peat) for Power generation plants | Raw 
Material Handling Systems (Steel, Cement, Pharma, Sugar, Paper, Food, Fertilizers, Coke etc) | Material Handling Systems 
(Mining of Coal, Iron Ore, Lignite, Copper, Bauxite etc) | Overland Conveying Systems (Troughed and Pipe Conveyors) | Steep 
Angle Conveying Systems (Sidewall and Sandwich belt conveyors) | Ash Handling Systems (Mechanical / Pneumatic) | Feeding, 
Crushing, Screening solutions for various materials | Stockyard systems (Stacker  - Reclaimer) | Dust Extraction Systems | Other 
Material Handling equipments.


